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Suggested age group: 8-12 years
BIG IDEA
Experiment and develop skills in multiple
art-making techniques and approaches through practice.
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STEP ONE

Cut out the pattern included in your toolbox. The numbers on the pieces indicate
how many pieces of fabric you will need to cut of each shape. The easiest way to
do this is to layer your fabric, put the pattern piece on top (either pin or tape it to
the fabric you will cut) and cut the fabric all at once. Go ahead and cut your fabric
pieces now.

STEP TWO

Before you assemble your friend take some time to give them a face. For my friend
I used straight stitch (what we learned with our satchel) to stitch a face on, but how
you create the face is completely up to you! You can use paint, pen, buttons, or
applique. Spend some time playing around with ideas, and then give your friend a
face that suits them!

STEP THREE

Time to assemble! Let’s start with the head. Place your two head pieces right sides
together. This means that the fabric you want to be facing the outside when you’re
done will be facing the inside right now. Use a backstitch to sew the two pieces
together.
You will sew all the way around the edge of the headpieces, but leave an opening
at the base of the neck. Once you have sewn everything but that opening flip your
head right side out.

STEP FOUR

Repeat the above step with the body and the arms. Remember to place them right
sides together, and to leave an opening.

STEP FIVE

Now that everything is right side out it is time to stuff your friend! Let’s talk about
stuffing! Typical store-bought stuffing is called polyfill, if you have some of that on
hand that’s great, but if you don’t you do not need to go to the store to get some—
there are many things that can be used as stuffing that you probably already own.
You can use fabric scraps, worn socks, tights, t-shirts, old cushions or any textile
item you were thinking of taking to goodwill, rice, beans, or yarn. I know for a
fact you will have cyanotype fabric scraps from cutting out your pattern —cut those
down to 1 inch or less and use that as stuffing. It will likely not stuff your whole
friend, but that is what the list above is for—find more scraps to cut down, or
experiment with a mixture of material!

STEP SIX

Now that your friend is stuffed, it is time to sew up the holes. Use a ladder stitch, to
close up the holes (see page 7 of the guidebook).

STEP SEVEN

Use a ladder stitch to attach the head and the arms to the body of your friend. For
the head you would stitch into the head and then into the body alternating until
your have circled the base of the head. For the arms, it all depends on the look you
like, but I decided to only ladder stitch the top of the arm to the body so they can
still stick out a little.
Yay! Now you have a friend to take with you when you go on walks, forage for
cyanotype materials, or do any other fun spring things!

